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Abstrat
Parton equilibration studies for a thermally equilibrated but hem-
ially non-equilibrated quark-gluon plasma (QGP) , likely to be
formed at the relativisti olliders at BNL and CERN is presented.
Parton equilibration is studied enforing baryon number onserva-
tion. Proess like quark - avour interhanging is also taken into
onsideration. The degree of equilibration is studied omparatively
for the various reations / onstraints that are being onsidered.
1
1 Introdution
The parton plasma likely to be reated in high energy heavy ion ollisions is
sure to be in a state of both thermal and hemial non-equilibria.One thermal
equilibrium is attained, the subsequent evolution takes plae aording to the
laws of hydrodynamis.
It is known that [ 1 ℄ the initial system produed at RHIC energies have
a nite non- zero baryon density. The anti-partile to partile ratios at mid-
rapidity for
√
sNN=130 GeV Au+Au ollisions at the STAR ollaboration,BNL
report that there is a notiiable exess of baryons as ompared to anti-baryons
as reeted by the yields of
p
p ( hovering between 0.6 and 0.8 ),
Λ
Λ
( hovering
between 0.7 and 0.8 ) [ 2 ℄ for varying transverse momentum, entrality and
rapidity. In a subsequent reporting of the BRAHMS ollaboration of BNL[ 3 ℄
it is seen that during Pb+Pb ollisions at
√
sNN= 200 GeV the observed
p
p
ratio is a maximum of around 0.8 at zero rapidity and falls steadily for higher
rapidity values.
This exess of baryons ( and hene quarks ) over anti-baryons ( and hene
anti-quarks ) learly neessiates the inlusion of a hemial potential into the
theoretial framework . Moreover, strong interation onserves baryon number,
whih also must be inorporated in our sheme. The present piee of work is
aimed at attaining suh an objetive.
2 Brief Review of Previous Works
.
Inlusion of hemial potential into the framework of Parton equilibration
studies has been rather reent. Although in 1986 Matsui et.al reported [ 8 ℄ on
strangeness prodution rates at nonzero hemial potential, it was not until the
very end of the past entury that a group from BARC,Mumbai, India inluded
a hemial potential into hemial equilibration studies [ 4,5 ℄. They onsidered
a hemial potential (for massless quarks) that equalled the system temperature
at all temperatures whih was not realisti as it did not onsider baryon number
onservation. Furthermore, they did not distinguish between quarks and anti-
quarks. The same ritiism regarding hemial potential and baryon number
onservation also applies to an attempt [ 6 ℄ (inomplete) by the present author
during the preliminary stages of the urrent work. However, expliit masses
and distintion between quarks and anti-quarks had been inorporated in that
onferene report. In 2004, He et.al. [ 7 ℄ undertook a muh more omplete
study inluding baryon number onservation. They used an expansion of the
2
number densities over powers of hemial potential. We basially follow the
same line with a few points in dierene with the work by He et.al.The points
of dierene are:
i) We expliitly introdue the strange quark mass
ii) We treat quarks and antiquarks separately.It an be noted here that al-
though He et. al. [ 7 ℄ started o with quark-antiquark distintion, subsequently
that distintion was put away.
iii) We inlude results of full phase spae alulations for both quark-antiquark
pair prodution and quark avour hanging proesses.
3 The Chemial Potential
At this point let us note the following points:
1. The initial strangeness ontent of the QGP reball is zero and moreover
strangeness is very nearly onserved in strong interation whih learly indiates
that the strange quark hemial potential must be zero.
2. If we onsider a pair prodution proess in QGP ( prodution of non-
strange quark- antiquark pair) it an be argued that the net hemial potential
on both sides of the reation must be the same. Sine gluons have no hemial
potential learly this would imply
µq = −µq
...(1)
3. We treat the up and down avours in the same footing and treat them as
massless.
4. For a given initial baryon number density and initial values of the light
quark & antiquark non-equilibrium fugaities ( whih is dened as the ratio of
the number density to the equilibrium number density) we an nd the initial
light quark hemial potential by method of iteration.
5. The rate of hange of hemial potential with time is ditated by the
baryon number onservation equation.
3
4 Thermodynami & Statistial Mehani Treatments
4.1 Distribution funtions
For a thermally equilibrated but hemially non-equilibrated parton plasma, the
distribution funtions are given by the Juttner distribution funtions [ 9 ℄. In the
present paper, initially we use the full distributions. In the latter stage we shall
adopt ertain approximations in order to ahieve some mathematial simpliity
as also to onfront some mathematial unsolvability that we shall enounter.
The full Juttner distribution funtions are
fg =
λg
eε/T − λg
fq(q) =
λq(q)
e(ε∓µq)/T + λq(q)
fs = fs =
λs
eε/T + λs
...(2)
4.2 Basi Quantities
Using standard tehniques, we an obtain the various thermodynami quantities
that are required to speify the state of the system. We obtain:
Q = Qg+Σi=u,d,s(Qi +Qi) = Qg + 2 ∗ (Qq +Qq) + 2Qs ...(3)
Q being the number density, energy density or pressure in general and q denot-
ing the massless quark avours.
This gives
n = {16T
3
pi2
Σ∞k=1
λkg
k3
+
12T 3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T + λkqe
− kµq
T
k3
}+
6m30s
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1λks
K2(kxs)
(kxs)
}
ε = {48T
4
pi2
Σ∞k=1
λkg
k4
+
36T 4
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T + λkq e
−kµq
T
k4
}+
6m40s
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1λks{
3K2(kxs)
(kxs)2
+
K1(kxs)
(kxs)
}}
and
p = {16T
4
pi2
Σ∞k=1
λkg
k4
+
12T 4
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T + λkq e
−kµq
T
k4
}+
6m40s
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1λks
K2(kxs)
(kxs)2
}
. ...(4)
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4.3 Baryon Number Conservation Equation
The net baryon number of the system equals
nBV =
1
3
(nq − nq)V
If we restrit our disussions to a unit volume then the baryon density equals
nB =
1
3 (nq − nq) = 4T
3
pi2 Σ
∞
k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T −λkqe−
kµq
T
k3 }
for given values of the parameters. Thus, if the initial baryon number density,
temperature and non-equilibrium fugaities be known ( as from models like HI-
JING or SSPC or likewise ) then we an iterate to get initial value of the quark
hemial potential.
The baryon number onservation equation gives
∂µ (nBu
µ) = ∂nB∂τ +
nB
τ = 0 ...(5)
from whih we an obtain expression for
µ˙q , whih gives the rate of hange of
the hemial potential with time. If we substitute for the number densities and
solve for
µ˙q we get
µ˙q = ˙λqB1+
˙λ˙qB2 + T˙B3 +B4 ...(6)
where
B1 = − T△
∑∞
k=1
(−1)k−1
k2 λ
k−1
q e
kµq
T
B2 =
T
△
∑∞
k=1
(−1)k−1
k2 λ
k−1
q¯ e
− kµq
T
B3 = − 3
∆
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T + λkqe
−kµq
T
k3
} −
µq
T
and
B4 = − T
τ△Σ
∞
k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T −λkq e−
kµq
T
k3 }
with
△ = Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T +λkqe
−
kµq
T
k2 }
We shall see the eet of having these nonzero values very shortly.
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4.4 Quark & Anti-Quark Number Density Evolution Equation
Using standard tehniques we an obtain the fermioni number density evolu-
tion equations. The marked dierene from the zero hemial potential ase is
that due to the nonzero values of the oeients of the Baryon Number Con-
servation equation, the massless quark and antiquark number density evolution
equations both depend on either of the two growth rates. Let us put forward
the two Number Density Evolution Equations. We inlude a new proess alled
the quark avour hanging proess (qfp) into our framework.
4.4.1 Massless Quark Number Density Evolution Equation
If the Quark Number Density Evolution Equation be expliitly worked out it
takes the form
˙
λ˙qQ1+
˙
λ˙qQ2 + T˙Q3 +Q4 = 0 ...(7)
where
Q1 =
12T 3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λk−1q e
kµq
T + λkqe
kµq
T
B1
T
k2
}
Q2 =
12T 3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkqe
kµq
T
B2
T
k2
Q3 =
36T 2
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λk−1q e
kµq
T
k3
+
12T 3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkqe
kµq
T
B3
T
k2
and
Q4 =
12T 3
τpi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkq e
kµq
T
k3
+
12T 3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkqe
kµq
T
B4
T
k2
− SQ
where
SQ = (Rgg→qq −Rqq→gg) + (Rss→qq −Rqq→ss)
4.4.2 Massless Anti-Quark Number Density Evolution Equation
For anti-quarks the equations are more or less idential as above with
λq → λq¯ and
µq → −µq , exept for the modiations in the ontributions from Bi . If
the Anti-Quark Number Density Evolution Equation be expliitly worked out
it takes the form
˙λ˙qAQ1+
˙λ˙qAQ2 + T˙AQ3 +AQ4 = 0 ...(8)
6
where
AQ1 = −12T
3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkq¯e
− kµq
T
B1
T
k2
AQ2 =
12T 3
pi2 Σ
∞
k=1(−1)k−1{
λk−1q¯ e
−
kµq
T −λkq¯ e−
kµq
T
B2
T
k2 }
AQ3 =
36T 2
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λk−1q¯ e−
kµq
T
k3
− 12T
3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkq¯e
− kµq
T
B3
T
k2
AQ4 =
12T 3
τpi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkq¯e
−kµq
T
k3
− 12T
3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
λkq¯e
− kµq
T
B4
T
k2
− SaQ
where
SaQ = (Rgg→qq −Rqq→gg) + (Rss→qq −Rqq→ss) = SQ
4.4.3 Massive Strange Quark Number Density Evolution Equation
For massive strange quark the evolution equation is given by
λ˙sS1 + T˙ S2 + S3 = 0 ...(9)
where
S1 =
∑∞
k=1(−1)k−1k
˙
λk−1s
K2(kxs)
(kxs)∑∞
k=1(−1)k−1
˙
λks
K2(kxs)
(kxs)
S2 =
3
T
∑∞
k=1(−1)k−1
˙
λks{
K2(kxs)
(kxs)
+
1
3
K1(kxs)}
∑∞
k=1(−1)k−1
˙
λks
K2(kxs)
(kxs)
S3 =
1
τ
− SQs ........ ( 11 ) with
SQs = {(Rgg→ss −Rss→gg)/ns}+ 2{(Rqq→ss −Rss→qq)/ns}
4.5 Energy-Momentum Conservation Equation
The onservation of the energy-momentum tensor , whih we term as Bjorken's
equation for future referenes,gives
dε
dτ
+
ε+ p
τ
= 0 ...(10)
Inserting the full expressions of energy density and pressure we obtain
T˙ f6 + λ˙gf7 + λ˙qf8 + λ˙qf9 + λ˙sfs + f10 = 0 ...(11)
7
where
f6 =
192T 3
pi2
∞∑
k=1
λkg
k4
+
36T 4
pi2
(
B3
T
− µq
T 2
)Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T − λkq e−
kµq
T
k3
}+
144T 3
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T + λkqe
− kµq
T
k4
}+ 72m
4
0s
pi2T
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1λks{
K2(kxs)
(kxs)
+
+
5K1(kxs)
12(kxs)
+
K0(kxs)
12
}
f7 =
48T 4
pi2
∞∑
k=1
λk−1g
k3
f8 =
18T 4
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λk−1q e
kµq
T
k2
}+ 18T
4
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
(λk−1q e
kµq
T − λkq e
kµq
T )B1T
k3
f9 =
18T 4
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λk−1q¯ e
−kµq
T
k2
}+ 18T
4
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1
(λk−1q e
kµq
T − λkq e
kµq
T )B2T
k3
fs =
6m40s
pi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1k.λk−1s {
3K2(kxs)
(kxs)
+
K1(kxs)
(kxs)
}
f10 =
64T 4
τpi2
∞∑
k=1
λkg
k4
+
48T 4
τpi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T + λkq e
−kµq
T
k4
}+
6m40s
τpi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1λks{
4K2(kxs)
(kxs)
+
K1(kxs)
(kxs)
}+
36T 3
τpi2
Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T − λkqe−
kµq
T
k3
}B4
5 Changing Distribution Funtions
In order to redue omputational ompliations to a low degree we make er-
tain approximations.We redene the non-equilibrium distribution funtions and
shift from the Juttner distribution funtion to Modied Fermi-Dira type for
the quarks and antiquarks in onrmation with earlier works [4,5℄. Needless to
say, this would surely limit the appliability of the present study. However, it
is believed that the basi nature of partoni fugaity variations would remain
unaltered.Sine we adopt ertain approximations for reasons as mentioned ear-
lier, we refrain from giving the expliit forms of the reation rates presently and
hold bak the expressions thereof for now.
As stated, we adopt the following approximations:
We replae the original distribution funtions by the following:
8
fg =
λg
eε/T − 1
fq(q) =
λq(q)e
±µq
T
eε/T + 1
fs = fs =
λs
eε/T + 1
...(12)
Of these, the last two are the Modied Fermi-Dira ( MFD ) type Distribution
funtions as was used in [4,5℄ .
As for the quarks, we take
i) For s quark we take mass~ 150 MeV.
ii) For lighter quarks sine mass is muh too less than the strange quark mass,
we treat the mass of lighter avours as zero.
iii) Sine the lighter quarks are treated to have the same mass, we neglet
uu⇋ dd type of reations as they would be like elasti sattering proesses
leading to no net partile prodution.
5.1 Basi Thermodynami Quantities
Using the tehniques of statistial mehanis, we an obtain the number density,
energy density and pressure as follows:
n =
16ζ(3)T 3
pi2
λg +
9ζ(3)nfT
3
2pi2
{λqeµq/T + λqe−µq/T }+
6m30s
pi2
λs
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1K2(kxs)
(kxs)
ε =
8pi2T 4
15
λg +
7pi2nfT
4
40
{λqeµq/T + λqe−µq/T }+
6m40s
pi2
λs
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1{3K2(kxs)
(kxs)2
+
K1(kxs)
(kxs)
}
p =
8pi2T 4
45
λg +
7pi2nfT
4
120
{λqeµq/T + λqe−µq/T }+
6m40s
pi2
λs
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1K2(kxs)
(kxs)2
with xs= ms/T
...(13)
Using standard tehniques we an obtain the quark and anti-quark number
density evolution equations. As for the Juttner distribution ase, the equations
are oupled via the Baryon Number Conservation Equation oeients
Bi .
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5.2 Baryon Number Conservation Equation
Using the modied distribution funtions we an obtain the oeients
Bi .
We obtain
µ˙q =
˙
λ˙qB1+
˙
λ˙qB2 + T˙B3 +B4 ...(14)
where
B1 = −Te
µq
T
∆1
B2 =
Te−
µq
T
∆1
B3 =
µq
T
− ∆2
∆1
B4 = −T
τ
∆2
∆1
where
∆1 = λie
µi
T + λie
−µi
T
∆2 = λie
µi
T − λie−
µi
T
5.3 Quark and Anti-Quark Number Density Evolution Equations
Just as in the ase of the full Juttner distribution, here too the quark and anti-
quark number density evolution equations are oupled via the oeients
Bi .
5.3.1 Massless Quark Number Density Evolution Equation
The equation is given by
˙λ˙qQ1+
˙λ˙qQ2 + T˙Q3 +Q4 = 0 ...(15)
where
Q1 =
1
λq
+
B1
T
Q2 =
B2
T
Q3 =
3
T
+
B3
T
− µq
T 2
10
Q4 =
1
τ
+
B4
T
− SQ with
SQ = {(Rgg→qq −Rqq→gg)/nq} − {(Rqq→ss −Rss→qq)/nq}
5.3.2 Massless Anti-Quark Number Density Evolution Equation
The equation is given by
˙
λ˙qQ1+
˙
λ˙qQ2 + T˙Q3 +Q4 = 0 ...(16)
AQ1 = −B1
T
AQ2 =
1
λq
− B2
T
AQ3 =
3
T
−B3
T
+
µq
T 2
AQ4 =
1
τ
− B4
T
− SaQ with
SaQ = {(Rgg→qq −Rqq→gg)/nq} − {(Rqq→ss −Rss→qq)/nq}
5.3.3 Massive Strange Quark Number Density Evolution Equation
For massive strange quark the evolution equation is given by
λ˙sS1 + T˙ S2 + S3 = 0 ...(17)
where
S1 =
1
λ˙s
S2 =
3
T
∑∞
k=1(−1)k−1
˙
{K2(kxs)
(kxs)
+
1
3
K1(kxs)}
∑∞
k=1(−1)k−1
˙
λks
K2(kxs)
(kxs)
S3 =
1
τ
− SQs with
SQs = {(Rgg→ss −Rss→gg)/ns}+ 2{(Rqq→ss −Rss→qq)/ns}
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5.4 Bjorken's Equation
From Bjorken's equation we get on substituting for energy and momentum
T˙ f6 + λ˙gf7 + λ˙qf8 + λ˙qf9 + λ˙sfs + f10 = 0 ...(18)
where
f6 =
32pi2
15
λgT
3+
7pi2nf
40
T 4(λqe
µq
T − λqe−
µq
T )(
B3
T
− µq
T 2
) +
28pi2nf
40
T 3(λqe
µq
T + λqe
−µq
T )+
72m40s
pi2T
λs
infty∑
k=1
(−1)k−1{K2(kxs)
(kxs)2
+
5K1(kxs)
12(kxs)
+
K0(kxs)
12
}
f7 =
8pi2
15
T 4
fs =
6m40s
pi2
∞∑
k=1
(−1)k−1{3K2(kxs)
(kxs)2
+
K1(kxs)
(kxs)
}
f8 =
7pi2nf
40
{eµqT + (λqe
µq
T − λqe−
µq
T )
B1
T
}
f9 =
7pi2nf
40
{e−µqT + (λqe
µq
T − λqe−
µq
T )
B2
T
}
f10 =
32pi2
45τ
λgT
4 +
6m40s
pi2τ
λsΣ
∞
k=1(−1)k−1{
4K2(kxi)
(kxi)2
+
K1(kxi)
(kxi)
}
+
28pi2nf
120
T 4(λqe
µq
T + λqe
−µqi
T ) +
7pi2nf
40
T 4(λqe
µq
T − λqe−
µq
T )
B4
T
Now,it is to be noted as the quark and anti-quark number density evolution
equations and the baryon number onservation equation are mathematially
very simply onneted, so these two evolution equations linked by the four B
oeients along with the energy-momentum onservation equation with inputs
from the gluon and strange quark number density evolution equations do not
onstitute a set of solvable equations as the system determinant vanishes. To
make the system solvable, we expand the exponential term in the numerators
of the rst two B oeients and thereby introdue some 'assymetry'. Stritly
speaking, this however would mean not exat baryon onservation.
5.5 The Partoni Reation Rates
5.5.1 The Gluon Multipliation Rate
R3
The gluon multipliation rate has been alulated by Xiong et. al. [ 10 ℄. The
rate of the reation
gg → (n− 2)g
is given. By expliitly alulating the ma-
12
trix element [ 11℄ (summed over all the nal states and averaged over all initial
states) we an obtain the gluon multipliation rate.
However, to avoid the huge alulations of evaluating 25 Feynman diagrams [ 11
℄ involved, we fall bak on previous results that earlier workers had used . We
postulate that the gluon multipliation rate depends on the hemial potential
via the Debye Sreening mass.
The Debye Sreening mass suitable for a multiomponent hemially non-equilibrated
parton plasma is given by [ 12 ℄
m2D =
2g2
pi2
∫
dkk[Ncfg +
∑
i fi] ...(19)
where the sum runs over all avours i, while
Nc gives the number of olours.
To aomodate for antiquarks and remembering that our number of avours is
3 and not 6, we propose the following modiation:
m2D =
2g2
pi2
∫
dkk[3fg +
1
2
∑
i=u,d,s(fi + fi)] ...(20)
Using standard tehniques , we an obtain the following results for the mean
free path:
λ−1f = ng
∫
dq2⊥
dσggel
dq2
⊥
=
9ngpiα
2
s
2m2D(1 +
2
9
m2D
T 2
)
...(21)
whih for zero hemial potential redues to the well known result:
λ−1f =
9
8
a1αsT
1
1 + 8piαsλg/9
Using methods of our previous hapter we get on integrating the modied dif-
ferential ross setion and realling the denition of R3 =
1
2
σ3ng the required
rate as
R3
T
=
27α3s
2
λ2fngI(λg) ...(22)
where
I(λg) =
∫ √sλf
1
dx
∫ s
4m2D
0
dz
z
(1 + z)2
[
cosh−1
√
x
x
√
[x+ (1 + z)xD]2 − 4xzxD
+
1
sλ2f
cosh−1
√
x√
[1 + x(1 + z)yD]2 − 4xzyD
]
with
xD = m
2
Dλf
yD =
m2D
s
5.5.2 The Quark Anti-Quark pair prodution rate
We have parton prodution rates in the RHS of the number density evolution
equations.Let us evaluate the quark-antiquark pair prodution reation rate
R2g . We have [ 8 ℄
R2g = R
gg
gain −Rggloss ...(23)
where
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R
gg
gain =
∫
d3p1
(2pi)32E1
∫
d3p2
(2pi)32E2
∫
d3p3
(2pi)32E3
∫
d3p4
(2pi)32E4
(2pi)4
δ4(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4)Σ|Mgg→ii|
2
fg(p1)fg(p2)(1 − fq(p3))(1 − fq¯(p4)) ...(23a)
and
R
gg
loss =
∫
d3p1
(2pi)32E1
∫
d3p2
(2pi)32E2
∫
d3p3
(2pi)32E3
∫
d3p4
(2pi)32E4
(2pi)4
δ4(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4)Σ|Mgg→ii|
2
(1 + fg(p1))(1 + fg(p2))fq(p3)fq¯(p4) ...(23b)
Following [ 8 ℄, we an say that there are three topologially distint Feynmann
diagrams that ontribute towards the quark-antiquark pair prodution proess.
Evaluating them performing traes and nally adding them up we an nd the
net squared matrix element. We basially follow the lines of [ 8 ℄. Transforming
variables as
q = p1 + p2
p =
1
2
(p1 − p2)
q′ = p3 + p4
p′ =
1
2
(p3 − p4)
with restritions
q0 > 2mi
s = q20 − |
−→
q|2 ≥ 4m2i
p20 ≤
q2
4
p′0.p
′
0 ≤
q2
4
(1− 4m
2
i
s
)
and transforming the three dimensional integrals to four dimensional integrals
using∫
d3pi
2Ei
=
∫
d4piδ(p
2 −m2i )
with the new set of variables
q0 = −T lnv + 2mi
q
1
2 = (q20 − 4m2i )
1
2 u
p0 =
q
2
(1 − 4m
2
i
s
)
1
2 x
p′0 =
q
2
y
we arrive at the rate
R2g =
α2s
2pi3
T
∫ 1
0
du
∫ 1
0
dv
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy
u2
v
(1− 4m
2
i
s
)
1
2 (q20 − 4m2i )
3
2 fQuarksfphase1 ...(24)
where
fQuarks = fg(
q0
2
+ p0)fg(
q0
2
− p0)(1− fq(q0
2
+ p′0))(1− fq(
q0
2
− p′0))−
(1 + fg(
q0
2 + p0))(1 + fg(
q0
2 − p0))fq( q02 + p′0)fq( q02 − p′0)
and
fphase1 = A+ B[
1
K+
+
1
K−
] + C[
△+
K3+
+
△−
K3+
]
with
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A = 3[1−[1− 4m
2
i
s
][
(1 − x2)(1− y2)
2
+ x2y2]]− 34
3
− 24m
2
i
s
B =
16
3
[1 +
4m2i
s
+
m4i
s2
]
C = −128
3
m4i
s2
K± = [1−[1− 4m
2
i
s
][(1 − x2 − y2)± 2[1− 4m
2
i
s
]
1
2xy]
1
2
5.5.3 The Quark avour hanging rate
For the quark avour hanging proess we have [ 8 ℄
Rqg = R
qq − Rqqloss ...(25)
where
Rqq
gain
=
∫
d3p1
(2pi)32E1
∫
d3p2
(2pi)32E2
∫
d3p3
(2pi)32E3
∫
d3p4
(2pi)32E4
(2pi)4
δ(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4)Σ|Mss→qq|
2
fq(p1)fq(p2)(1− fs(p3))(1 − fs¯(p4)) ...(25a)
and
Rqq
loss
=
∫
d3p1
(2pi)32E1
∫
d3p2
(2pi)32E2
∫
d3p3
(2pi)32E3
∫
d3p4
(2pi)32E4
(2pi)4
δ4(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4)Σ|Mss→qq|
2
(1− fq(p1))(1− fq(p2))fs(p3)fs¯(p4) ...(25b)
Following [ 8 ℄, we an say that there is only one type of topologially distint
Feynmann diagram that ontributes towards the quark avour hanging proess
or the strange quark pair prodution proess. Evaluating it, performing trae
alulations we an nd the squared matrix element. We basially follow the
lines of earlier works. Transforming variables as in the ase before and perform-
ing idential operations we an get the rate as
Rqg =
α2s
2pi3
T
∫ 1
0
du
∫ 1
0
dv
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy
u2
v
(1− 4m
2
i
s
)
1
2 (q20 − 4m2i )
3
2 fStrangefphase2 ...(26)
with
fQuarks = fq(
q0
2
+ p0)fq(
q0
2
− p0)(1− fs(q0
2
+ p′0))(1− fs(
q0
2
− p′0))−
(1 + fs(
q0
2
+ p0))(1 + fs(
q0
2
− p0))fq(q0
2
+ p′0)fq(
q0
2
− p′0)
fphase2 = [1+[1− 4m
2
i
s
][
(1− x2)(1− y2)
2
+ x2y2]] +
4m2i
s
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6 Results
The initial Conditions from the Self-Sreened-Parton-Casade (SSPC) Model
are as follows:
τi(fm) T (GeV ) λg λq λs
RHIC 0.25 0.668 0.34 0.064 0.032
LHC 0.25 1.02 0.43 0.086 0.043
In absene of known value of initial baryon number density at the point when
thermal equilibrium is attained (after whih point the system evolves aording
to the laws of hydrodynamis) we perform a study with varying initial ondi-
tions. We vary the initial baryon number density between 0.11 and 0.21/fm^3
while we hange the initial quark to antiquark fugaity ratio between 1.1 and
1.9. Needless to say, most set of values would be of aademi interest only and
not physially realisable. But, this ould lead to a better understanding, it is
believed.
We study omparatively the outputs with given initial baryon number den-
sity and initial light quark to anti-quark fugaity ratio. We arrive at the follow-
ing onlusions :
1. The nature of variations of the physial quantities are more or less in
the line of earlier works. The variations of Temperature, Chemial Potential
and Non equilibrium Fugaities for RHIC and LHC initial onditions are shown
in gures 1 and 2 respetively. The deaying urves give temperature varia-
tions while the positive rising urves are sequentially (from top) for gluon, light
quark, light anti-quark and strange quark fugaity variations. Plots for both
quark avour hanging proess inluded and exluded ases are shown. For
identiation please see point 4 below.As representative values we take baryon
number density 0.15 and initial fugaity ratio 1.5.
We observe that
i) As expeted, the temperature falls with time while the non-equilibrium fu-
gaities inrease.
ii) Contrary to the Juttner ase, the hemial potential remains negative all
along and as expeted approahes zero as the system equilibrates.
iii) The QGP,as expeted remains to be gluon dominated.
iv) For a system at higher hemial potential, the temperature falls at a slower
rate signifying lesser amount of energy expenditure to reate partons whih
shows up in the slower rise of all partons exept for the light anti-quark, whih
shows a larger growth rate due to the presene of the exponentiated hemial
potential.
2. For a given initial ratio, exept for the light quarks and anti-quarks, the
output does not depend muh on the initial baryon number density. For the
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light quarks and antiquarks this variation is due to the presene of the expo-
nentiated non-zero hemial potentials.
3. For a given initial baryon number density we an reast the equation for
baryon number density in the form
eµq/T =
C
2λq
+
√
1
D
+
C2
4λ2q
, ...(27)
where C is a onstant for a given temperature, light quark fugaity and given
baryon number density. Here D is the light quark to antiquark initial fugaity
ratio. For a xed light quark fugaity and temperature, as D falls learly the
RHS of the above equation inreases whih indiates a rise in the hemial po-
tential. Again for a system of higher hemial potential, the temperature has
to drop at a slower rate due to the onstraint imposed. Hene we observe that
i) The temperature falls at a slower rate for a smaller value of the light quark
to antiquark initial fugaity ratio.
ii) As the temperature falls at a slower rate, it would imply a lesser expenditure
of energy to produe partiles in general . This would show up in the slower
rise of all fugaity values exept the light antiquark, whih would show a higher
growth rate. This is due to the exponentiated hemial potential part.
4. For inlusion of the quark-avour-hanging proess we observe the fol-
lowing:
Due to the additional prodution of s-quarks from massless quarks via qfp,
we see an additional inrease in fugaity of the strange quark while, the rate of
equilibration falls for non-strange fermions .
5. For some initial baryon number density and known values of non-equilibrium
fugaities and temperature swithing distribution funtions would mean a shift
in the value of the light quark hemial potential, whih is found by iteration.
Sine everything else remains the same, to t the baryon number density, learly
the hemial potential is expeted to 'pay the prie'. This is exatly what hap-
pens. For the MFD ase, the hemial potential assumes a value muh smaller
(-ve and also magnitudinally an order smaller) than that for the Juttner ase
(in whih ase it is +ve). In the result for the number density using the Juttner
distributions we had an expression like Σ∞k=1(−1)k−1{
λkqe
kµq
T + λkqe
−kµq
T
k3
} .
If we expand the exponential with an objetive of suitable trunation, keep-
ing a 'k' fator in the numerator of the exponent with a muh larger value of
the hemial potential, it would make the mathematis still more omplex as
it would be required to onsider many more number of terms for the same a-
uray. Therefore, we had to adopt the MFD type of distribution funtions (
17
with k=1 in the exponent ), where, as required, we an easily use a trunated
expansion of the exponential term.
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Figure2: LHC Case
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Figure1: RHIC Case
